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Finished Size : approx. 29cm x 18cm 
This pattern can be easily stitched by hand. 
Just stitch hexagons and squares to make a ball 
shape. This bag is fully reversible and great for 
storing your sewing bits.
FABRIC KEY, CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS 
LIBERTY - The Hesketh House Collection

© Birch Creative, 2019 For personal use only. Pattern not for resale. Items 
made using this pattern must not be resold.

NOTE: The fabric requirements 
is for making Dilly Bag as shown 
in the photograph. Before cutting 
review the placement of colours in 
case you want to make you own 
choices.
 
STEP 1: Print out templates on page 4 and cut 
required shapes. 
OUTER BAG - 7 hexagons and 6 squares
LINING OF THE BAG - 7 hexagons and 6 squares

 - Cut one hexagon

 - Sewing cotton and basic sewing supplies
 - DMC Perle cotton 8 - Peach 353

 CHILTERN HILL - 04775658Y

 - Cut one hexagon
 SWEET MARIGOLD - 04775655Y

WILTSHIRE SHADE - 04775657Y
 - Cut one hexagon

 - Cut one hexagon
CUMBRIAN VINE - 04775650Y

 - Cut one hexagon
 - Cut 2½” x 20” strip for drawstring 

casing

 DIANTHUS DREAMS - 04775649Y

DAY LILY - 04775652Y
 - Cut one hexagon

HESKETH - 04775656X
 - Cut one hexagon

 NOUVEAU MAYFLOWER - 04775654Y
 - Cut six squares

 HESKETH - 04775656T
 - Cut three hexagons

 - Cut three hexagons
 CUMBRIAN VINE - 04775650X

 - Cut one hexagon
CHILTERN HILL - 04775658X

COTTON COUTURE SC5333-
BWHT-D Bright White
 - Cut six squares

OUTER BAG LINING OF THE BAG



STEP 2: Following the diagram below hand stitched 
shapes together. 
Then bring sides together to form a ball shape. 
Repeat it for the lining pieces. 

STEP 3: Place the lining ball inside the outer bag 
- wrong side together. Line up seams. Press seam 
allowances open by hand. Stitch some Running stitch 
along some shapes to help lining and outer bag stay 
together. 
STEP 4: Pin top edges together. Stitch 2½” strip across 
the top edge. Fold seam allowances open for the cord.  
Fold strip over, fold under seam allowance and stitch 
along the edge.
STEP 5: Make a twisted cord and tassel if desired to 
decorate the bag.
Using a safety pin, thread the cord into casing. Knot 
ends together and attach tassel.
To make tassel, cut a piece of cardboard to 4 - 5cm.
Cut 20-25cm piece of cotton and place it along the 
top edge of the cardboard.
Wrap DMC perle around cardboard 70-80 times. 
Use the cotton piece from under the wraps to tie top of 
tassel very tight. 
Cut ends of cotton and remove from cardboard.
Thread needle with 30cm of cotton. Tie the knot and 
stitch through the head of the tassel to start. Wrap 
around the neck of the tassel 6–8 times. Stitch couple 
of times through the neck of the tassel to secure the 
thread and tack ends into the neck of the tassel.
Trim tassel ends evenly.
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3”
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NOTE: This pattern can be easily 
adjusted to any size. Just increase 
or decrease shapes by the same 
amount.
© Birch Creative, 2019 For personal use only. Pattern 
not for resale. Items made using this pattern must not be 
resold.

3/8” seam allowance
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